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I. Syllabus: 
A few opening remarks



1) Topic 
• International co-operation in the arena of defence policy: 

• Military alliances
• Context: Covid-19 crisis, ‘Great powers’ are back, ‘submarines crisis’, terrorism, post-Afghanistan 

era, etc. 

• A specific topic: 
• 2020-1: European strategic autonomy
• 2021-2: France as a strategic actor in the world

• Why this topic? 
• Some recent events (Trump's election, Brexit) have shown the direct effect of national politics on 

global politics
• France being a presidentialist regime, the election of Marine Le Pen would produce a very different 

reality than the re-election of Emmanuel Macron 



2) Aim

• Articulate academic knowledge and practical skills to prepare students 
for work experience (internship) and then for the job market

• Complementary to last year's seminar on the defense industry and to 
your other seminars this year related to international co-operation



3) Programme

International 
Co-operation 
and Defence 

Policies

1. State 
and its
allies

2. EU

3. NATO

4. Climate
Change

5. China

6. 
Conference



4) Assessment

• i) One collective exercise (70%)
• Drafting of a paper and its oral presentation in session 6

• ii) One individual exercise (30%) 
• Oral participation in sessions 1 to 5 

• iii) Getting bonus points 



i) Collective exercise (70%) 

• a) What are the main features of this exercise? 

• How can France reinforce its strategic position on the international 
stage? In the perspective of the presidential election that will take 
place in France in 2022, answering this question is your mission

• In order to achieve this ambitious goal, 
institutional/political/military/etc. changes must be made, but... 
how? 



i) Collective exercise (70%) 

• The students are divided into five ‘task forces’ of three or four experts. 
The professor decides the composition of the groups randomly

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5

Nicolas R. 
Agathe M. 
Johnley I. 
Pauline G. 

Paul-Alexis R.
Amaïa M. 
Camille G.  
Orlane J. 

Félix A. 
Aissatou D. 

Oumaima K. 
Laureen G.

Carla C. 
Cécile D. 

Anne-Marie L.
Lucas G.

Chloé N. 
Camille M. 
Yohann G. 



i) Collective 
exercise (70%) 

• Each task force will formulate a 
proposal (neither two, nor three) that 
must be both disruptive and realistic so 
that it can be taken up by the 
candidates for the presidential election

• This proposal must be presented as 
clearly and precisely as possible on one 
strategic issue related to military 
alliances 

• Each task force has to answer this 
question: Can our proposal make a 
difference/shake the world and at the 
same be implemented by decision-
makers? If so, then you are on the right 
track 



i) Collective exercise (70%) 
• b) How shall you present your proposal? 

• Step 1. Each task force shall send a draft of its proposal no later than the 30 October. You will 
get feedback to improve your proposal

• Step 2. The final working document has to be sent no later than 30 November

• Your final draft written in English or French must not exceed 1,000 words (two pages) 
• You must insist on the added value and originality of your proposal, and how to 

implement it (in terms of agenda-setting, policy instruments used, budget, etc.)



i) Collective exercise (70%) 
• The entire seminar is designed to help you prepare for this difficult 

task: 

• S2 (EU) - Léonard Colomba-Petteng, Centre for International Studies (CERI), 
Sciences Po Paris 

• S3 (NATO) - Christelle CALMELS, Centre for International Studies (CERI), Sciences Po 
Paris & Amélie ZIMA, IRSEM, French Ministry of Armies

• S4 (Climate Change) - Jean-Marie Fiévet, MP, LREM, Assemblée nationale

• S5 (China) - Pierre HAROCHE, IRSEM, French Ministry of Armies & Hugo MEIJER, 
Centre for International Studies (CERI), Sciences Po Paris 



i) Collective exercise (70%) 
• c) How will you participate in the conference organized in session 6?

• In session 6, you will present your proposal not only to me but to a jury 
composed of policy-makers:  

Natalia PouzyreffJeffrey Hawkins Samuel B.H. Faure



i) Collective exercise (70%) 
• The format of the conference is similar to that of a Grand O or –let's be more 

ambitious– a parliamentary hearing
• Therefore, you must dress as you would in a professional environment related to defence policies and 

international alliances 

• The members of the jury will have received your policy paper before the conference

• You will have only 5 minutes to present your proposal (you can use a Powerpoint if you 
want but it is not mandatory). If you exceed 5’30, you will be cut off 

• You must answer the questions in the language in which they were asked (French or 
English). In total, the Q&A session will last 20 minutes for each task force





i) Collective exercise (70%) 
• d) How to succeed in this exercise?

• The main mistake would be to think that ultimately a team of three or four 
students has ‘only’ two pages to write and has two months to get it done: easy

• Also, since there are a number of guests, some might think that the required 
readings are actually optional

• This would be a serious mistake that can have two consequences: 
• not taking the opportunity of an original (and demanding) exercise
• being ridiculed in front of the jury who will dismantle your proposal in a few 

questions. 

https://theconversation.com/up-to-80-of-uni-students-dont-read-their-assigned-readings-here-are-6-helpful-tips-for-teachers-165952?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=bylinetwitterbutton


i) Collective exercise (70%) 
• Work regularly, i.e. every week, by doing all the 

compulsory readings and completing them with 
additional readings (in particular in relation to 
the theme for which your task force is 
responsible)  

• Work as a team by organizing regular meetings 
and defining a clear work program to meet the 
October 30, November 30 and December 8 
deadlines 

• Start writing drafts as soon as possible: a good 
idea may come while taking a shower but after 
writing and rewriting sentences, paragraphs; 
and doing it again 



i) Collective exercise (70%) 

• e) What are the main interests of this exercise for a Grad student?

• Working with the same team for two full months on a concrete project 

• Working on change in IR and policy-making: complementary to other 
simulations/exercices that focus on negotiation skills 

• May be useful for your next work experience and hopefully, it will be 
fun!



ii) Oral participation (30%)

• Students are considered as young professionals and each seminar is 
thought of as a working meeting

• Must read carefully the compulsory readings and should read some of 
the elective readings for each session 

• Reading these papers is not an end in itself, but an opportunity to 
understand deeper the content and be active in your learning process



iii) Getting bonus points 

• You can improve your (collective) grade by performing one non-mandatory
exercise 

• This is actually a dry run (galop d’essai) for the final exercise, which will take 
the form of:
• a five-minute briefing during the seminar by one of the task forces, 
• to whom I will then ask a series of questions for five minutes, 
• and the students will then have five minutes to answer them (15 minutes in total) 

• Students are asked to send in a draft of their proposal 24 hours before the 
session in which they will be speaking





II. Introduction: 
France and its allies 



II. Introduction: France and its allies

• Questions
• What are the main strategic challenges facing France? 
• How does the State respond to them?

• How to analyse a paper? 
• Puzzle/question
• Argument/explanation
• Case study/studies (comparative analysis or not)  
• Results (could be theoretical and/or empirical) 



Reference 1 

• PANNIER, Alice, SCHMITT, Olivier. To Fight Another Day. France between 
the Fight against Terrorism and Future Warfare. International Affairs. 
2019.



1) Puzzle 

• Strategic challenges: the future of Great Power competition, 
the persistence of terrorism and the transformation of the 
character of war through emerging technologies—all in a 
constrained budgetary environment. 

• How have recent experiences affected France’s vision on the 
use of military power? 

• What do French decision-makers think about the future of 
warfare, and how are they attempting to adjust their
strategic priorities and military structure accordingly? 



2) Case study

• France (meaning the state) in the XXIst century



3) Argument 

• France maintains historical habits and practices when it
comes to its strategic vision and interests, and remains a 
distinctly outward-looking and militarily willing European
power 

• However, the challenges that France now seeks to address, 
and the operational and financial constraints it faces in so
doing, have led to a shift in its foreign policy narrative and a 
new approach to the role of allies in military interventions 
which brings with it certain internal contradictions. 



4) Results

• Strategic culture: a resource,or a repertoire of actions on which decision-
makers can draw depending on the various circumstances they

• Strong state in defence and security issues, combining a strong executive with
weak parliamentary control 

• France’s approach to foreign and defence policy is still intellectually
underpinned by the cornerstone principle of ‘strategic autonomy’, but the way
this autonomy is defined and implemented is an object of discussion and 
contestation 

• France and the future of war: juggling autonomy and cooperation



4) Results





Reference 2

• FAURE, SAMUEL B.H. Varieties of international co-operation: France’s 
‘flexilateral’ policy in the context of Brexit. French Politics, vol 17, no 1, 
p. 1-25. 



1) Puzzle 

• What types of international co-operation do States use to acquire
armaments ? 

• How can this set of international co-operation be conceptualised? 



2) Argument 

• The concept of ‘flexilateralism’ 

• This neologism defines: ‘the policy whereby a State 
simultaneously mobilizes different types of international 
co-operation to respond to a public problem’ such as the 
acquisition of armaments, climate change or refugee
crises. 



2) Argument 

• Four forms of international co-operation: 
• 1) Unilateralism (no cooperation)
• 2) Bilateralism (cooperation between two States)
• 3) Minilateralism (cooperation between a group of exclusive States) 
• 4) Multilateralism (cooperation between a group of inclusive States) 

• Two levels: 
• 1) European 
• 2) Transatlantic (or global) 



2) Argument 
Unilateralism
• Brexit

Bilateralism
• FR-GE
• FR-BR
• BR-GE
• FR-SP
• FR-US

Minilateralism
• E2I
• EuroDrone
• Nordevco
• Visegrad

Multilateralism
• NATO
• EU

International 
Co-operation 



2) Argument 

Unilateralism Multilateralism

European

Transatlantic/Global

NATO

EU-CSDP
E2I
EuroDrone
Nordevco
Visegrad

Franco-German
Partnership

Brexit

Five EyesSpecial Relationship
w/ the UK

Bilateralism Minilateralism

Trump’s Decision
About Iran 



3) Case study

• The development of France’s armaments
policy, in the context of Brexit
negotiations

• Differentiated European Integration



4) Results

• Thanks to this concept, it is clear international co-operation does not have a 
single model but a few varieties 
• As a result, it does not make any sense to ask if the international co-

operation in the military field would be ruled either in and by NATO or 
CSDP-EU 

• Then, the question is: 
• How articulate the different forms (allies) 
• and levels (European/Transatlantic) of international co-operation 
• to do what (goals) 
• and when (political context, i.e. window of opportunity/constraint)? 





Let’s sum up: 
Could you share any information related to 

this session 1 that we should keep in mind for 
the rest of the seminar? 



Session 2 (13 oct) – The EU 


